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August and September Newsletters Only
Next meeting is scheduled October 21st, 2020 at 7:00PM
President Bill Slabey emailed the members on Monday July 13 to inform all that
future meetings are temporarily suspended due to the ongoing Covid-19 threat to
assembled members. This newsletter will attempt to keep members informed of club
activities in the absence of our meetings. The meeting scheduled for October will be
reviewed as news of the pandemic develops. Mark your calendars, but watch your
emails.

It is with a very sad heart that I write here of the passing of Tom Ranta. Tom was
President of TFP for over 5 years. He was a master craftsman, many of our members
were often in awe on Show and Tell meetings where Tom displayed his remarkably
detailed warbirds. He was also a master flyer, a very skilled pilot in all venues of the
hobby, from small foamies to giant detailed turbine jets; he flew all of them with great
showmanship and presence in the air. There are recordings of many of his flights on
YouTube, especially the video of his maiden of his magnificent B-29 Superfortress, as
well as the video of his incredible F-16. Tom was a great friend to all the members of the
club. Here he is on some of his last days at the field in June of 2020.
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You can click here to access the McCable Funeral Home memorial for Tom.

I regret the need to write a second memorial in this issue to my good friend Thomas Byrnes, who passed
away September 17. Tom was an accomplished full-scale pilot who built his own two planes for himself and
family. After building and then selling his Lancair 2 seater, Tom completed his pride and joy, his Lancair IV, which
is show here with him as the pilot.

Tom Byrnes transitioned from gas planes to foamies as time passed in TFP club. His favorite was his T28. Tom was an encyclopedia on war-birds and other aircraft, and often had the answer to my “what plane is
that?” questions I asked often at the field. I know I have lost a great friend, and he will be missed by others who
got to know him. Videos of Tom flying his planes are on YouTube, click here. You can find memorials to Tom
Byrnes at Dignity Memorial by clicking here.

Please stay safe! Remember to wear your masks anytime you are within 6 feet of another member at
the field, and especially when members are gathered at any table assisting others with planes or discussing
things at the tables. If you wear glasses or sunglasses when you are piloting your plane at the safety fence, you
may find that your mask fogs up your glasses, and so it may be safer for you to lower your mask at that time so
that you can see your plane clearly. But if you have a spotter helping you, please make sure that the spotter
maintains a safe distance from you during your flight.
Another good reminder is that you should not be charging LIPO batteries at the tables as some members
are still doing. The tables have new carpeted coverings, and LIPO batteries pose a fire threat at the tables which
puts other members under the shelter at risk. If you have a field charging system, such as a portable generator
or a deep-cycle auto battery, you should be charging your LIPOs from the vicinity of your car and not under the
shelters.
Members from time to time have discussed certain courtesy’s that are a good and safe procedure. If you
are prepping a turbine jet for flight, you should position your jet at right angles to the taxiway so that the jet
blast does not impact the shelter or those who are seated in front of the shelter to watch the flying. Just before
take-off, when you wind up the turbine to high throttle, it would be a courtesy to others to hand maneuver your
jet right up to the safety fence to minimize the heat blast toward the shelter or pit area. Propeller planes or
ducted fans do not pose this heat threat, but should always be started north of the yellow line at each taxiway.
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Head Instructor’s Report:
Despite COVID-19, and our late start, this has been the busiest year I've ever had teaching new students.
We have taught a total of 17 new students so far, and only 1 has left before soloing(to return to college). Six of
these new pilots have taken advantage of the Intro Pilot Program. As the club may recall, this allows us to teach
new students who have no equipment(and who are not yet AMA members) for up to 60 calendar days from
their first session. Then they have to make a decision about the hobby. I'm doing my best to get them hooked
and into the club. Two pilots(both club members) have already solo'd: James Kavenaugh, and Amin Reihani.
I want to take this opportunity to express gratitude for all the help I've received this year. Jim Gibboney
is my main assistant instructor, but also Rick Reynolds and Jim Lorenz have been assisting as instructors. Pete
Cavagnaro donated one of the three Apprentice S 15e aircraft that we're using, along with a DXe radio, several
spare parts, and a DXe programming cable. Pete has been instrumental as flight maintenance crewman,
handling all the battery duties (unplugging from plane, putting on the charger, putting fresh batteries in the
planes, etc). Tonight, things went especially smoothly, with all students getting plenty of stick time without
waiting for planes or batteries. Thanks to Pete, I think I spent at most 1 minute changing planes all night long.
A recent DXE purchase means that we have two complete Apprentice flight systems with buddy boxes.
A third Apprentice was also donated to the club, which we use for students who have 'cut the cord'. Alas, the
oldest Apprentice, trainer #1, suffered an electrical failure and went down one night, so we are down to two
trainers until parts arrive.
I'm very grateful not only for all this help, but the donations in equipment. It's quite the luxury to have
three identical aircraft that all fly the same way on all the radio systems, which means any student can fly any
aircraft and not notice the difference. Despite having solo'd, Paul(who also flies an Apprentice, except converted
to a Taranis radio system) and Amin have been sharing their flight batteries, which helps minimize downtime
on student nights.
Yours,
Ed Hernandez

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) posted a rule in
the Federal Register requiring small drone owners to display the
FAA-issued registration number on an outside surface of the aircraft.
Owners and operators may no longer place or write registration
numbers in an interior compartment. The rule is effective on February
25. The markings must be in place for any flight after that date. If you
have not already registered or wish to check your status, then click
here.
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The Wednesday evening flight
instruction meetings with Ed Hernandez are
going well and are quite busy. Ed has solicited
help from other flyers in order to have as
many as three student pilots being assisted
with the buddy-box system. Of course, you
will find that most of the flyers are sporting
their masks during these close-quarters
gatherings.

Rick’s 70mm ducted fan Viggin jet, from Flite-Test series designs. This is a 4s powered jet, and has only
two control surfaces known as elevons. He installed a Flite-Test Aura 5 Lite Gyro system in the plane, linked here
for you to check out.
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